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C1: Introduction

This literature review’s purpose is

Abstract

to determine what exactly causes the

It is generally agreed upon that

elderly to fall behind in technological

the purpose of technology is to aid

literacy. This investigation seeks to

humanity through various means

answer questions like, “what challenges

like: making a task more convenient,

arise that prevent the elderly from

or overcoming something previously

using new technology?” and “does the

deemed “impossible.” From the dawn

product’s design favor the young over

of man to the era in which we stand,

the old?” The review aims to analyze

technology has steadily improved

various studies and determine specific

alongside civilization. This steady

and cross-cultural causes that the

progress has seemingly hastened every

elderly face when interacting with

year. Looking at technology from the

technology.

viewpoint of “necessary everyday life
tasks,” the past three decades have
changed dramatically. With every
year that passes, more things have
become accessible through the web.
Not everyone can keep pace with this
rapid expansion into the “non-physical”
digital world that hides beyond screens.
One of these “left behind” groups is the
elderly.
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Introduction
According to Aaron Smith, Director
of Data Labs at Pew Research Center,
“41% do not use the internet at all” and
“53% do not have broadband access
at home” (Smith 01). Nearly every bit
of research gathered for this review
reaffirms that the elderly are slow to
integrate technology, like cell phones,

computers, and medical assistance

that waylay the user experience of the

devices, into their lives. This glaring

elderly, various peer-reviewed journals,

problem increases when one considers

rigorous practical experiments, and

the level of proficiency with that

nationwide studies were compiled. To

technology. The author states that:

pinpoint a cross-cultural or universal

“Just 18% would feel comfortable

solution to this issue, these materials

learning to use a new technology

originate from diverse areas of the

device such as a smartphone or

world with vastly different cultural

tablet on their own, while 77%

and political climates. Additionally,

indicate they would need someone

all findings discovered were assessed

to help walk them through the

through the social gerontological

process” (Smith 01).

mindset.

When looking at technology from

Social Gerontology was first

the perspective of making lives more

coined as a field of study in 1960 by

convenient, technology fails in both

Clark Tibbits in Handbook of Social

these goals when put into the hands of

Gerontology: Societal Aspects of Aging

the elderly. Therefore, it is important

(Cox 17). In an attempt to describe

that a specific qualifier is made when

Social Gerontology at a surface level,

researching the elderly’s relationship

social gerontology is the idea that

with technology. In short, “use of”

society determines the “roles” of the

technology does not necessarily mean

elder, which in turn affects the mindset.

“proficient in” technology.

According to Harold Cox of Indiana

To properly assess the variables
7 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

University in a peer-reviewed journal

entitled History of Social Gerontology,
confidence can be lost when a dramatic
change occurs (Cox 18).
Confidence is a critical aspect of
the life for an elder and, as long as a
major life change does not inhibit
the elder, independence and societal
roles can still be maintained to a major
degree (Cox 18-19). To put it in another
way, authors Alexander Peine, Ingo
Rollwagen, and Louis Neven provide
a slightly broader summation of social
gerontology. They state:

in mind

Observed Problem
The elderly, typically defined as
adults aged 65 and older, are becoming
disengaged from the culture as they
struggle to understand and implement
modern technology in their daily lives,
leading to increased dependency,
feelings of inadequacy, and social
isolation.

Personal Problem
The thesis student intends to

“The aging process is an outcome

design a solution that encourages the

of the interplay of specific and

elderly to re-engage culture through

local

technology to strengthen their

societal

practices

and

institutions

broader
and

role

connection to society. Understanding

structures; aging is neither an

technologies’ rapid growth and the lack

invariable aspect of human nature,

of onboarding or accessibility features,

nor exclusively the outcome of a

the student must create a universal

biological process” (Peine 200).

strategy for technological engagement

Therefore, this evaluation was made
with this field of study’s perspective
8 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

regardless of the user’s challenges.

Mission
The proposed thesis topic seeks
to identify challenges faced by the
elderly when using technology,
discover previously utilized solutions

Research Questions
1. What are the specific repercussions
of being technologically illiterate?
2. Does the family help or hinder the
technological literacy of an elder?

to reintegrate the elderly back into

3. Does the elderly benefit from

culture, and pinpoint psychological

socializing through technology?

inhibitions that may occur when

4. What physical challenges (if there

learning technology.

are any) hinder the elderly in using
technology?
5. Wh at p syc h o l o g i c a l b a r r i e rs
prevent the elderly from learning
about technology?
6. How can designers partner with
medical professionals to solve this
issue?
7. What steps do designers need to
take to improve technology?

9 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis
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C2: Research Report

One of these “left behind” groups is the

Review of Literature

elderly.

Abstract
It is generally agreed upon that
the purpose of technology is to aid
humanity through various means
like: making a task more convenient,
or overcoming something previously
deemed “impossible.” From the dawn
of man to the era in which we stand,
technology has steadily improved
alongside civilization. This steady
progress has seemingly hastened every
year. Looking at technology from the
viewpoint of “necessary everyday life
tasks,” the past three decades have

This literature review’s purpose is
to determine what exactly causes the
elderly to fall behind in technological
literacy. This investigation seeks to
answer questions like, “what challenges
arise that prevent the elderly from
using new technology?” and “does the
product’s design favor the young over
the old?” The review aims to analyze
various studies and determine specific
and cross-cultural causes that the
elderly face when interacting with
technology.
Background

changed dramatically. With every

In order to properly compile

year that passes, more things have

valuable information to give an

become accessible through the web.

accurate compilation of results, the

Not everyone can keep pace with this

term elderly had to be given specific

rapid expansion into the “non-physical”

age parameters. The term “Elderly” in

digital world that hides beyond screens.

itself is a subjective term. For in the
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mind of a seven-year-old, a thirty-year-

to the Mayo Clinic, “About 5% to 6%

old could be considered “ancient.” In

of people with Alzheimer’s disease

an effort to further refine the findings

develop symptoms before age 65”

of each document that was reviewed,

(Mayo 01). Although this may seem

only subjects aged 60 through 92 were

like a small percentage to consider, it is

considered.

important to note that this demographic

A question may arise as to why

was added for consideration after

the age of 60 was considered when

several journals noted that the elder’s

compiling various themes throughout

health contributed greatly to the use

each material. This literature review

of technology. This information will

seeks to find a specific and cross-

be covered later (refer to “Findings”).

cultural issue that inhibits the elderly

Therefore, it is vital to consider this

from using technology. In addition, this

demographic in order to find a universal

decision is rooted in the theory of the

and design-oriented solution, which

60 years old being generally considered

is effective for helping the elderly of

6/7 of the way through the average life

all mental faculties. A chain is only a

cycle of humanity (WHO 01). In various

strong as its weakest link. Therefore,

cultures or areas of the world, many

when considering a design-oriented

would consider 60 the beginning of the

solution to this problem, one must

descent towards the end of life.

consider those whose mental faculties

In addition to establising an age
range, the review also considered The
Dementia family of disease. According
12 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

are failing them progressively.

Method
A thematic approach was utilized

searching included ‘ageism,’ ‘older,’ and
‘design.’

in an effort to compile known

• Search Strategy 1 - Google Scholar:

and potential challenges that the

A ‘Google Scholar’ search was

elderly may experience when using

initially used to gather publications,

technology. The themes found within

both digital and scanned physical.

this search served as a foundation for

This also revealed several studies

synthesizing specific potential barriers

done by private organizations and

that the elderly face upon interacting

research companies.

with technology and the possible

• Search Strategy 2 - Academic

challenges faced when attempting to

Databases: A myriad of databases

use that technology.

available publicly or through Liberty

Search Parameters
Two primary “search tactics” were
used to compile the works concerning
the topic of the elderly and their use

University’s subscription were
utilized to gather publications,
such as other literature reviews,
journals, and research studies.

of technology. The terms’ elderly’ or

Findings

‘elder’ were used in the initial search for

Of all the publications found, twenty

various documentation. Additionally,

were decided on for thorough review.

the search term ‘technology’ or one

Of the twenty sources, only two are

of its variants had to be a thematic

considered non-academic sources by

focus in each work. Terms also used in

traditional evaluations. As previously
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stated, the findings were reviewed

published by the University of Lancaster,

through a global or cross-cultural

entitled Why some older people are

perspective. Sources hail from major

rejecting digital technologies, provides

areas like China, Australia, Europe,

a valuable summation of the feelings

and the United States. More specific

experienced by the elderly when they

sources The majority of the sources

interact with technology. The authors

examine the elderly of European

state that Psychological barriers “range

countries. Publications observing

from more traditional ideas of business,

countries in South America and Africa

self-deprecating behavior, and feelings

could be not be found at the time of

of being overwhelmed or replaceable”

research.

(Lancaster 01).

Out of the 20 publications reviewed,

Out of the publications reviewed,

five overwhelmingly dominant

a large portion (40%) listed

themes can be synthesized. These

psychological barriers in great detail

commonalities contribute towards a

as one inhibiter in the proficiency of

greater understanding of the current

or even general use of technology by

knowledge concerning the elderly and

the elderly. Authors Zamir et al. note

their use of technology.

in an academic publication entitled

Theme 1 - Psychological Barriers
In the context of this literature review,
Psychological Barriers generally refer
to being “psyched out.” An article

14 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

Aesthetically Designing Video-Call
Technology With Care Home Residents:
A Focus Group Study, “residents were
[initially] dismissive” of a technology
that allowed hospital-bound patients

to communicate with their friends

when “adapt[ing] to change” when

through Skype (Zamir 01). Some of the

introduced to new technology,

elderly are quoted directly saying, “it’s

Abdelrahman et al. discovered fear or

nothing to do with me” or “I wouldn’t

trepidation played a role in adopting

really bother with it” (Zamir 01).

new technology (Abdelrahman

This mentality found in the elderly

01). Despite a “general interest” in

is explored quite thoroughly in “Older

technology, many people voiced

Patients’ Competence, Preferences, and

hesitations due to “data safety, and

Attitudes Toward Digital Technology

confidentiality” (Abdelrahman 01).

Use: Explorative Study” by authors

For Cotten et al., “Internet Use

Terp et al. The authors describe a self-

and Depression among Older Adults,”

imposed ageistic mentality (Term 01).

overcoming psychological barriers

When questioned about the lack of

would pave the way towards more

confidence when operating a computer,

efficient learning of technology for the

a 92-year-old woman explained that

elderly. In the study, the authors found

she uses the computer for fun and

that:

doesn’t have the skills needed to

“After 1 year of consistent computer

monitor her own health (Terp 01). This

use, cognitively intact participants in

contradictory behavior of using the

this study reported reduced levels of

computer for one thing and not the

anxiety and increased self-confidence

other was found to be quite common

in their ability to perform specific

in Terp et al.’s research.

computer tasks.” (Cotten 01).

In addition to a lack of confidence
15 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

In just one year, a whole opinion and

mentality changed for the participants.

significant barriers for many elderly

From these results alone, one can

who wished to work “touchscreens on

ascertain the weight that preconceived

tablets and smartphones” (Terp 01).

notions have over the minds of the
elderly.
Theme 2 - Health
30% of the research reviewed
technology interactions in the context
of the medical profession. Primarily, the
reviewed materials had two primary
contexts in which to evaluate the
elderly’s use of technology: Health
information and socialization.
For Terp et al.in “Older Patients’
Competence, Preferences, and
Attitudes Toward Digital Technology
Use: Explorative Study,” the elderly
faced a myriad of barriers. One major
barrier being physical limitations (Terp
01). Conditions extremely typical for the
elderly such as “Arthritis in the fingers”
and “reduced vision,” were noted as

16 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

When this situation occurs, TAM,
the Technology Acceptance Model, is
arguably most apparent. Fred Davis
thoroughly explores the Technology
Acceptance Model in his 1989 work
entitled Perceived Usefulness,
Perceived Ease of Use, and User :
Acceptance of Information Technology.
To summarize this particular model,
a person must first observe that
technology has inherent usefulness
and must be perceived as easily utilized
before integrating it into their lives
(Davis 320).
In A Systematic Review of the
Technology Acceptance Model in
Health Informatics, the authors
expound upon the work of Davis. In
this work, Rahimi et al.saw a strong
correlation between percieved

usefulness and willingness to adopt

and friends was also an explored theme

new technology (Rahimi 01). In the

by many of the compiled materials.

context of the medical field, they could

Encouraging social interaction is a

not find the “silver bullet” in solving a

common method of improving the

reluctance to learn new technologies in

emotional and mental health of an

the elderly even when the technology

elderly person.

pertained to the user’s health (Rahimi
01).

According to Pew Research Center,
“A significant majority of older adults

Authors Abdelrahman et al. also

say they need assistance when it comes

came to similar conclusions in the

to using new digital devices” (Smith

context of the health of the elderly user.

01).” Furthermore, Roupa et al., in

They state that “participants shared

The Use of Technology by the Elderly,

concerns about physical and cognitive

found that out of 300 people studied

decline with aging” (Abdelrahman

between 65-85, an overwhelming

01). To summarize their concluding

majority showed that they struggle with

paragraphs, the authors state that if an

technology” (Roupa 01). Therefore, it

elderly person feels as if their health

logically follows to enlist the help of the

will inhibit their proficiency with

closest party involved in the elder’s life:

technology, they will be less inclined

the family.

even to try using it (Abdelrahman 01).
Theme 3 - Emphasis on Family and
Friends
Social interaction in the form of family
17 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

According to Hanson et al., the
family would be an ideal solution to this
ever-growing problem of technological
illiteracy in the elderly. In “Blended

Learning Networks Supported by

unfeasible (Hanson 01).”

Information and Communication

Ahmed et al., in “Older people and

Technology: An Intervention for

technology: Time to smarten up our

Knowledge Transformation Within

act.” assert that a strong influence

Family Care of Older People,” Hanson

from willing family members could spur

et al. describe a unique practice to

the elderly on towards technological

help elders to learn with their family

proficiency. This conclusion is also

members (Hanson 01). Hanson et al.

shared with Rana Mostaghel, author

dub this a “Blended Learning Network”

of Innovation and technology for the

(Hanson 01). According to the authors

elderly: Systematic literature review.

of “The use of technology by the

Mostaghel states, “The support from

elderly,” call the younger familiarizing

family and relatives is very important

the elderly with technology “an

for the elderly to adopt technology or

essential step” towards technological

not” (Mostaghel 01).

fluency (Roupa 119). For Hanson et al.,

However, from observation in other

Blended Learning Networks are not

studies, the general willingness of

only effective but modular. The authors

family members lacks in other regions

state:

of the world. Zamir notes a patient who

“This can be seen to be particularly

was worried her use of Skype could

valuable for smaller municipalities

bother her granddaughter (Zamir 01).

and rural communities with fewer

In conversations with participants,

resources

national

Vaportzis et al. in Older Adults

project development work is often

Perceptions of Technology and Barriers

for

whom

18 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

to Interacting with Tablet Computers: A

predominant theme.

Focus Group Study found that this to

In “Older Adults Perceptions of

be a trend amongst family members

Technology and Barriers to Interacting

(Vaportzis 01).

with Tablet Computers: A Focus Group

In the study, the authors noted

Study,” Vaportzis et al.found that lack

relatives could be “just too fast” and

of clarity was an evident sub-theme to

say, “it’s common sense, use your

the results of their study (Vaportzis 01).

brain, you should know this” (Vaportzis

Terp et al. found that language used

01). Interactions like these fuel

in technology was a problem in itself.

psychological barriers, such as Feelings

The authors state: “A consistent theme

of inadequacy, insecurities, and fear, as

was that the informants felt unfamiliar

Vaportzis et al.note (Vaprortzis 01).

with the language and concepts of

Theme 4 - Lack of Clarity
The largest portion of found
material mentioned a lack of clarity
in both direction and purpose in
technology for the elderly. Generally
speaking, The Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM), whether mentioned by
name or not, could be seen in many
of the studies that found a lack of
clarity in both direction and purpose a

19 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

the digital systems and had a hard
time understanding them” (Terp 01).
This evidently also feeds into the
psychological barriers aspect of digital
literacy as well for the elderly. Terp et
al.note that some participants in the
study “emphasized that this was not
due to cognitive limitations” (Terp 01).
Terp et al. also noted that in their
study that participants weren’t clear
in what technology could be used for.

When asked why patients, who were

some time, the patients were more

hospitalized for malnutrition, weren’t

open to “video-calls for socialization in

tracking their nutrition electronically

the future” (Zamir, 01).

with an app, Terp et al.found that some

When the purpose is not clearly

patients felt they were doing “just fine

conveyed, it can be hard to motivate the

without it” (Terp 01). On the other

elderly to use the technology available

hand, some participants weren’t exactly

to them. Müller et al.in “Experience

sure how technology could help their

of Giving and Receiving–Living Lab-

situation (Terp 01).

Based Technology Design with Elderly

For Zamir et al., the concept of video

People” discovered that even when

calls through Skype surprised many

an elder lives alongside technology,

patients (Zamir 01). The goal was to

they will remain unmotivated to use it

encourage patients to socialize virtually

without reason to do so (Müller 02).

to reduce loneliness, especially in the

Furthermore, the authors noticed that

case of the patients being bedridden

participants in the elderly demographic

(Zamir 01). The authors found that

were not incentivized even by

many negatively reacted when first

technologies’ possibilities (Müller 02).

introduced to Skype set up by Zamir

An emphasis on clarity in purpose

et al. (Zamir 01). The authors explained

was also conveyed in The use of

that once the authors explained what

technology by the elderly by Roupa et al.in

it was and its purpose, the patients

2010. To summarize their results, Roupa

associated it with things of their past,

et al.found that a large proportion of

like phone booths (Zamir 01). After

elderly people used modern electronic

20 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

household appliances but failed to use

down or limited tablets were available

hearing aids or headsets (Roupa 121-

(Vaportzis 01). One participant reported

122). Therefore, it can be argued that

the buttons as small and suggested

when a purpose is clear, like a familiar-

buttons rather than a touchscreen

looking refrigerator with a touchscreen,

(Vaportzis 01).

an elder would be much more inclined
to use it.
Theme 5 - A Design Problem
The last commonality found
between the reviewed material was
approaching the Elderly’s technological
illiteracy from a design perspective,
whether that solution is software,
physical hardware, or commercially.
These various methods were employed
to encourage the elderly to be more
inclined to use technology.
Vaportzis et al. assert that simple
interfaces found on tablets work the
best for the elderly when attempting
to complete a task (Vaportzis 01). Some
participants even asked if trimmed

21 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

As previously mentioned, For Terp
et al. in “Older Patients’ Competence,
Preferences, and Attitudes Toward
Digital Technology Use: Explorative
Study” found significant barriers for
many of the elderly and wished to
work “touchscreens on tablets and
smartphones” (Terp 01). Although
this contradicts the previous study’s
findings, it begs the question of a
universal solution can be found in
design.
Replacing touchscreens wasn’t
the only requested change the
elderly made. Zamir et al. designed
“Skype on Wheels” for patients with
dementia. Summarizing their results,
they found that dramatically altering

the appearance of the physical

Kindle Fire Tablet.

hardware, such as decorating,

These values were also echoed in

attaching a “retro” phone receiver,

the findings of Ioana Iancu and Bogdan

and anthropomorphizing, dramatically

Iancu in “Designing Mobile Technology

improved the elderly patients’

for Elderly. A Theoretical Overview.”

acceptance towards design (Zamir 01).

After gathering a large quantity of

With

a

relatively

fresh

data from other peer-review sources,

perspective, Peine et al. in “The rise

they developed a strategy to better

of the “innosumer”—Rethinking

engage the elderly with technology.

older technology users” found that

They advocate that the elderly need

technology varied too much in

technology that is “easier to use, more

operation for the elderly users to learn

user-friendly and more adequate for

how to become literate. They state

the needs of an older adult” in terms of

three major changes need to be made:

hardware and software (Iancu 01).

1) more research needs to be done into

For Qingfeng Wang and Sun Xu,

the average needs of the elderly, 2)

authors of “Investigating Gameplay

working with the elderly directly when

Intention of the Elderly Using an

developing technology, and 3) being

Extended Technology Acceptance

intentional and consistent with design

Model (ETAM),” big problems require

choices across the board (Peine 01).

big solutions. They used a modified

Consistency is key for a practicing elder.

version of the TAM, called “An

To use an example, an elder cannot rely

Extended Technology Acceptance

on their iPad knowledge to operate a

Model” (ETAME), to create a virtual

22 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

program in helping the elderly cope

to sparking more solutions towards

with loneliness (Wang 01). Using

improving the everyday lives of the

ETAME, the authors constructed a road

elderly through technology” (Mostaghel

map to determine what appeals to the

01).

elderly (Wang 01). What they found

Involving business and marketing

was elderly women on the younger side

mentalities into the solution formation

of the age spectrum are more willing to

is an idea that is proposed in the

play digital games (Wang 01). However,

findings of “Too Old For Technology?

the elderly who live isolated lives are

How The Elderly Of Lisbon Use And

more likely potential users of our digital

Perceive ICT” (Masters 01). The authors

game (Wang 01). Simply put, when put

state: “Involving the elderly in the

into the context of a game, the elderly

design of the products and an adequate

are more inclined to be open towards

training may be critical to improving the

technology.

engagement of elderly users” (Neves

Although games may seem like
a farfetched approach to solving
the elderly’s proficency crisis in
technology, Mostaghel in “Innovation
and Technology for the Elderly:
Systematic Literature” found that
research, development, and design are
significantly lacking and asserts that
a business perspective may be key
23 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

01).
Conclusion
The use of technology is to aid
humanity by making a task easier, more
convenient, or overcoming something
previously deemed “impossible.”
After synthesizing over 20 sources
of research from a wide spectrum of

backgrounds and cultures, it is clear

the elderly with technology and make a

that this is not the case for the elderly.

lasting impact in their lives (Cotten 01).

The elderly need a better solution for

The second barrier is health itself.

becoming literate in technology.

Currently, technology has not been

Once again, looking at technology

designed for the deteriorating body

from the viewpoint of “necessary

and sometimes minds of the elderly.

everyday life tasks,” the past three

Furthermore, interfaces prove too

decades have changed dramatically.

complex, and touchscreens prove to

Yet, none of the solutions proposed

either be a godsend or a hindrance. A

in the found research speak towards

design-oriented solution has yet to be

banking and convenience of everyday

found to accommodate all of the elderly

life for the elderly.

in this regard.

The review aims to determine

The third barrier is family itself.

what causes the elderly to fall behind

Research shows that the elderly

in technological literacy. Through

benefit greatly from their own families

thorough investigation and evaluation,

(Vaprortzis 01). When families fail them,

it has become clear that the elderly face

the results are devastating and lead to

five major barriers to becoming more

lasting reluctance towards adopting

technologically literate.

technology (Vaprortzis 01).

The first barrier is psychological. As

The fourth barrier is clarity. When

Cotten et al. discovered in “Internet Use

instructions aren’t written with the

and Depression among Older Adults,”

elderly in mind, the elderly are more

it takes one year to properly acquaint

prone to abandon all hope in ever
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figuring out technology or solving a

technology. There are significant gaps

problem they inadvertently caused

in both practice and theory.

(Terp 01). When the elderly feel they

The current body of research

have to clarify that they are not stupid,

found and evaluated shows glaring

as Terp et al.found in their study,

holes yet large promise in the creative

technology has failed (Terp 01).

solutions found. As Ioana Iancu and

The last major barrier can be found

Bogdan Iancu suggested in “Designing

in the design of the technology itself.

Mobile Technology for the Elderly.

The Elderly have preferences, some

A Theoretical Overview,” more

thrust upon them due to health, and

comprehensive research needs to be

some to help them better understand.

done to find a design-related solution

Accessibility features are severely

for the elderly. In terms of solutions

lacking in these areas. Additionally,

to improve the user interface beyond

various products do not work together

“making it simple,” not much progress

in creating a seamlessly understandable

has evidently been shown or shared.

eco-system of technology

for

As Peine et al.point out, consistency

the elderly users to operate with

is lacking, and design needs to follow

(Mostaghel 01).

through on its choices (Peine 01).

After synthesizing over 20 sources

Once one learns how to drive a car,

of research from a broad spectrum of

they can drive the majority of cars with

backgrounds and cultures, the problem

very little issue. This, unfortunately, has

is apparent: The elderly need a better

not been made possible for the elderly,

solution for becoming literate in

who have to learn one system and
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relearn another with little or no clear

technology. Additionally, some asked

incentive.

for various options to limit options for

Research has yet to answer glaring

themselves (Vaportzis 01). It can be

gaps in the current research like:

argued that these suggestions are clues

“What effect does technology have in

towards an overarching solution. Either

encouraging the elderly?” or “Do the

way: more must be done.

elderly benefit from onboarding style
UX design?” Solving the relationship
technology has with the elderly is
not a simple task. Current research
is too focused on making technology
perceived as useful to satisfy TAM and
its variants. Instead, a broader and more
holistic approach that considers these
five major factors is needed.
A significant promise is shown
through a design-oriented solution.
As Zamir et al. found in “Aesthetically
Designing Video-Call Technology With
Care Home Residents: A Focus Group
Study,” customization, in general,
opens the elderly up to accepting
the challenges they may face with
26 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

Knowledge Gap
Components of Customer
Experience
Though there are preliminary
studies in how design impacts the
elderly’s use of technology, thorough
investigation into or solutions to solve
the challenges faced by the elderly are
scarce. This thesis seeks to “fill the gap”
by providing an in-depth investigation
into and theoretical solution for designbased challenges from a physical,
psychological, and educational
standpoint.
Application to Designers
Limited studies approach this

problem from a design standpoint

key innovations could make a large and

with little to no collaboration between

lasting impact on turning the tide in

designers and medical professionals.

elderly tech illiteracy.

Additionally, many solutions were
implemented without the elderly’s
input. In an effort to reduce the
knowledge gap, the thesis document
seeks to utilize the known research to
create a design-based solution.

Stakeholders
Digital Media Designers
Designers of all digital fields rival
the primary stakeholders of this thesis
proposal, as many of the problems can
be solved through consistent design.

The Elderly
The elderly seek to gain the most
from this thesis proposal. Through
technological means, the wisdom
of the elderly can be voiced, a
community can be found, and families
reunited. Identifying key challenges
and encouraging consistent design,
the thesis provides solutions that
evolve alongside the physical and
psychological health of the user.
Business

In an effort to identify key challenges

The initial focus of the thesis

and solutions for main problems, the

was towards the elderly. However,

thesis provides familiar design-based

the findings and conclusion of the

strategies in an effort to spur the

thesis also benefit the contemporary

integration of the elderly back into

businesses in the technology market.

contemporary culture.

What was revealed in this thesis could

Involving more designers who share
27 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

spur a new category of demographic in

the technology world.

Summary of Findings

Additional Research Methods

Case Study #1

Despite a plethora of studies

Many researchers approach the

showing the potential causes of

elderly’s lack of engagement in various

disconnect between the elderly

technologies from the perspective of

and technology, very little showed

faulty design choices. Lack of buttons,

attempted solutions. Because of this,

small fonts, and maze-like sub-menus

further research is needed to properly

are just some of the hindrances that the

formulate a solution.

elderly face. In an attempt to rectify the

Approach
Because there was a significant lack
of practical solutions and prototyping,
specific studies were sought through
various databases. Google Scholar
proved to locate the majority of these
sources. A contributing factor in
investigating these specific topics was
the ammount of imagery provided to
analyze and consider visually.

problem, many researchers advocate
for a complete redesign of products
to better accommodate the needs of
the elderly. Many of these proposed
redesigns lack the involvement of the
elderly community itself. This is not the
case for the researchers and authors
of “Aesthetically Designing Video-Call
Technology With Care Home Residents:
A Focus Group Study.”
It is not a secret that humans are
each created differently. As each
person ages, different personal
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needs arise based on health and

elderly are often separated socially

life circumstance. Recognizing

by numerous factors such as health,

the need for elderly involvement,

distance, or lack of mobility. Citing

researchers, Sonam Zamir from the

several sources, the researchers of this

School of Nursing and Midwifery at

study deemed improving socialization

the University of Plymouth, Felicity

should be a priority. Therefore, the

Allman from the School of Medical

researchers explore bricolage with the

Education and Faculty of Medical

video-communication technology.

Sciences at Newcastle University,
Catherine Hagan Hennessy from
the Faculty of Social Sciences at the
University of Stirling, Adrian Haffner
Taylor, from the Peninsula Schools of
Medicine and Dentistry at University
of Plymouth, and Ray Brian Jones from

“Bricolage in this context
means the elderly
user customizes their
technology to fit their
desires, whether that be
aesthetic or utility.”

the School of Nursing and Midwifery

Organized into focus groups, each

at University of Plymouth, combine

subject was introduced to a video-call

the art of “bricolage” with the world of

set-up called, “Skype On Wheels” (see

technology.

Figure 1). Two goals were established

Bricolage in this context means

before initiating the study groups. The

the elderly user customizes their

first goal was to “elicit and qualitatively

technology to fit their desires, whether

explore the views and expressions of

that be aesthetic or utility. The

residents toward [Skype On Wheels]
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and its overall design” (Zamir et al 01).

a myriad of “non-clinical” looking

The second, but equally important

decorations with an emphasis on

goal was to to “allow residents to

various soft textures and bright colors.

aesthetically personalize SoW,… [in

Some items listed were: letters, a bow

an effort to] help normalize a new

tie, paper people and buildings, flexible

technology within a complex care

fuzzy pipes (Zamir et al 01). After this

environment and help inform better

customization process, the participants

ways to implement video-calls for

were asked if they were keen on video-

socialization purposes” (Zamir et al 01).

calling.

The focus group participants were
first introduced to the technology
without any modifying to the standard
structure or look of “Skype on Wheels.”
The initial form of the “Skype on
Wheels” was an Apple iPad on a
rolling stand with telescoping arm. In
addition to this, participants were given
a “colorful telephone handset” (Zamir
et al 01). When initially introduced
to the technology, participants were
encouraged to decorate or customize
its appearance, because it is theirs
to keep. Each participant was given
30 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

Figure 1

From all four focus groups, several

lack of understanding and inability to

challenges were determined. To

recognize what Skype on Wheels was.

summarize their findings, the challenges

Because of the telephone

discovered were: estrangement,

attachment, many participants openly

negative attitudes towards technology,

identified it as a communication device

and fear of rejection.

like the telephones “back in the day.”

“When first introduced to... of the Skype On
Wheels, many participants are noted to have
“estranged” themselves”
When first introduced to the initial

However, many participants still felt a

undecorated form of the Skype On

strong desire not to use the technology.

Wheels, many participants are noted

Some participants were noted for

to have “estranged” themselves from

expressing a desire to stick to the old

the technology. This usually involved

way of doing things. Others were afraid

participants informing researchers

of breaking things. In addition to this,

that they felt unqualified to operate

the researchers noted that the staff

the technology (Zamir et al 01). One

of each facility’s “ageist” comments

participant, who was at a greater

such as “do not be afraid of it” (Zamir

state of mental decline, is noted to

et al 01). Upon learning that it was a

having a relatively extreme reaction to

communication device, a participant

Skype on Wheels (Zamir et al 01). The

vocally was worried that it was a spying

participant got frustrated from their

device.
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The last notable challenge in

Understanding seems to be key in this

the study is a fear of rejection. One

growing issue for the elderly, as the fear

participant is noted as wanting to use

of the unknown in general, seems to be

the Skype on Wheels after decorating

a main inhibitor for the elderly’s use of

it, but was worried her granddaughter

technology.

wouldn’t want to speak with her (Zamir
et al 01). Another participant was
worried she looked to ugly (Zamir et al
01). One noted that the device made
her look fat (Zamir et al 01).
Despite these challenges, many
of the researchers noted that
decorating the Skype on wheels
with the bricolage method improved
the likelihood of acceptance and use
of the technology. This interactive
way of customization opened the
door for interest in technology for
the elderly. The researchers noted
that the bricolage method, even in a
budget-friendly way, both encouraged
the elderly to use technology and
improved understanding of technology.
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Visual Analysis #1
In “Aesthetically Designing VideoCall Technology With Care Home
Residents: A Focus Group Study,”
researchers developed a budgetfriendly video-call set-up called, “Skype
On Wheels” (see Figure 1). In the below
illustration Skype on Wheels is depicted
in its initial and preliminary form before
being customized by participants.
Skype on Wheels was intentionally
designed by researchers to encourage
the elderly, of all walks of life, to
increase their willingness to use and
understand technology through the use
of customization. Four focus groups
were formed with elderly participants

ranging in age from 65 to 97 years

[in an effort to] help normalize a new

old. In this particular study, the device

technology within a complex care

was formatted for english speaking

environment and help inform better

users. Many of the participants had

ways to implement video-calls for

a myriad of personal health issues,

socialization purposes” (Zamir et al 01).

such as dementia or non-verbal

It is from this standpoint that the visual

communication.

solution is to be critiqued and analyzed.

With the participants in mind, it can
be argued that a video-call system is
most ideal for all participants involved,
as some are considered non-verbal and
communicate through sign language.
As previously stated, Skype on Wheels’

“Skype On Wheels
is meant to be
interacted with on
both a physical level
and a social level.”

initial form is not final. Its purpose is to

Skype on Wheels is meant to be

be a canvas for the user to customize to

interacted with on both a physical

their preferences and whims. The study

level and a social level. Users need

itself had two primary goals, established

to interact with Skype on Wheels

by the researchers. These two purposes

to both understand and operate it.

are: to “elicit and qualitatively explore

Additionally, users need to understand

the views and expressions of residents

certain aspects to decorate it without

toward [Skype On Wheels] and its

hindering its operation. For example,

overall design” and to “allow residents

placing a sticker over the camera of

to aesthetically personalize SoW,…

the iPad would not be ideal for the
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user or the communicated. Because

were not random. The researchers

of this, instructions need to be given

noted that care-home staff for the

to the user before decorating. A family

elderly recommended “colorful and

member or friend ideally solves this

soft materials” in an effort improve

“hiccup” in the design process outside

its acceptability among residents.

the research vacuum.

Specifically, the researchers’ goal was

In terms of socialization, Skype is
still a widely used program that over

to reduce its “clinical appearance”
(Zamir et al 01).

75 million active users as of April 2020

The researchers admit that this

still use (Novet 01). Skype on Wheels,

is not an unheard of approach as it is

utilizing a continuously updating

often used in care-homes’ art therapy

platform, serves the user well, as it will

sessions (Zamir et al 01). It is important

not need an upgrade for quite some

to note that all four focus groups were

time before becoming inconvenient to

offered the same materials. They list

operate.

the prominent materials as:

The initial form of Skype on

“stickers [letters and numbers, a

Wheels leaves much to be desired.

sticking chalk board (A5 size), cocktail

This is arguably perfect for the

heart and star shapes], purple butterfly

user to customize it without many

wings and wand, Hawaii flower

limitations. Many users certainly

necklace, bow tie, squares of different

customized their Skype on Wheels

colorful tissue, small paper men and

to their hearts content. The objects

women, A4 sized colorful windmills,

offered to the participants of this study

fluffy colorful and flexible pipes” (Zamir
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et al 01).
Despite the low-budget materials,

effort creating of an item, the likelihood
of acceptance increases (Norton 01).

the researchers found great success in

In conclusion, for the elderly to

their implementation. A major hurdle

accept a technology and gain interest

on initial interaction with this design

in it, the object must have an apparent

approach was users identifying the

use and value. Additionally, it must be

purpose of Skype on Wheels. It can be

customizable to the specific needs,

argued without the iconic telephone

whether medical (such as a rolling

handset, many elderly would not

stand with telescopic arm) or visual

be able to identify or see the need

(such as decoration). Although Skype

in identifying Skype on Wheels.

on Wheels relies on the need of initial

Therefore, regardless of the decor of

guidance, it succeeds in both of those

the technology, one thing is certain: the

endeavors with the iconic telephone

technology must mimic or feature an

handset and ability to be decorated.

aspect of technology from the user’s

Skype on Wheels arguably proved that

past in order to be identified. Once

the previously two requirements are a

identified the purpose is more readily

must.

apparent and therefore more likely to
be accepted.
Last, Skype on Wheels’ need for
decoration utilizes the frequently
documented and popularized “Ikea
Effect” asserts that when one puts
35 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

Case Study #2

growing more complicated (Vastenburg

In the study, “Designing Acceptable

et al, 01). They also note that many

Assisted Living Services for Elderly

elderly are unaccepting of technological

Users,” researchers, each hailing from

solutions that could increase the

the Netherlands, attempt to close the

independence of the elderly by a large

gap between the elderly and technology

margin (Vastenburg et al, 01).

by making the new look old. These

In order to solve this growing

Researchers, Martijn H. Vastenburg

problem, the authors establish five

of ID-StudioLab, Faculty Member of

design goals and provide individual

Industrial Design Engineering Delft

reasonings for each. Although the

at the University of Technology in

researchers point out that these goals

Delft, Netherlands, Thomas Visser

seem obvious, it is important to note

of ID-StudioLab, Faculty Member of

that these have not been applied to a

Industrial Design Engineering Delft at

solution for the elderly in an adequate

the University of Technology in Delft,

or impactful way thus far (Vastenburg

Netherlands, Marieke Vermaas from

et al, 01). Below is a summary of each

the Department of Care Solutions in

goal.

Capelle aan den IJssel, Netherlands,

The first goal is to ensure that

and David V. Keyson of ID-StudioLab,

the technology has obvious benefits

Faculty Member of Industrial Design

that make it worth the cost of both

Engineering Delft at the University

purchasing and learning (Vastenburg

of Technology in Delft, Netherlands,

et al, 01). To simply put it, money is not

recognize that technology these days is

the only precious currency in the life of
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elder; time is too. Therefore, it is critical

help an elder in the bathroom without

that a short-term and long-term benefit

purchasing a screen (Vastenburg et al,

is ascertained when interacting with

01). However this is simply not enough.

the technology.

If a design solution is established for

The second goal is to ensure that

each section of an elder’s house, the

the design is referential to a previous

elder will have to learn innumerable

experience. The reasoning behind

amount of interfaces. Therefore, it is

this primarily to smooth the transition

vital for the solutions to be “uniform”

while introducing a new technological

for a more “coherent interaction

concept to the elder. The researchers

experience” (Vastenburg et al, 01).

note that acceptability is better

The second-to-last goal established

achieved when the solution doesn’t

by the authors is creating a system

uproot the daily lives of the elder

that “respects existing traditions…

when adopting (Vastenburg et al, 01).

responsibilities” and general lifestyles

Therefore it is essential that the design

(Vastenburg et al, 01). In a nutshell, the

of the new product must enhance the

technology should encourage social

understanding of a concept, instead of

interaction. Something that does

reinventing the wheel entirely.

not involve interaction, should be

The third goal can be summarized

automated. This allows for the family

by calling it “situationally flexible yet

and/or a caregiver to be involved

consistent.” Every elder’s life looks

throughout the process.

different. The researchers point out

The last design-based goal

that a solution built into the TV will not

established by the researchers is
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essentially continual inclusivity. An

like the touchscreen or updating certain

elderly person’s situation can change

things (Vastenburg et al, 01). They also

at any point. Vision could worsen or

noted “technophobia.” In some cases,

the dexterity in a hand could weaken.

they noted that many of the elderly

A truly valuable solution for the life of

didn’t have a reason to be hesitant.

the elder adapts to their growing needs.

For the interactive photograph frame,

Using these five design goals,

the topic conveyed seemed to be

the researchers developed three

a major challenge. In the testing,

prototypes: An interactive bulletin

medical information was conveyed and

board, an interactive photograph

updated occasionally. The problem is

frame, and an activity journal in the

that every elder is different and some

style of a clip-board. These prototypes

medical professionals’ treatment varies

attempted to tackle various aspects of

depending on the individual. Without

elderly life. It is important to note that

the prescribers input, the functionality

these solutions attempted to fit within

of “goal setting and exercise” isn’t very

all the previously presented goals, but

useful. Additionally, they noted that

excelled in some rather than all.

the current prototype functions with

For each solution found while

the honor system. They note that a

user-testing each prototype, several

non-intrusive activity monitor needs

challenges emerged. For the interactive

to be established (Vastenburg et al, 01).

bulletin board, a demonstration

Last, a clip-board style list of activities

was needed in order for the elderly

posed similar problems to the previous

individuals to understand key aspects

prototype. The system was based on
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the honor system and required the user

Visual Analysis #2

to write down their daily activities from

In the study, “Designing Acceptable

day to day. Although in some cases the

Assisted Living Services for Elderly

caregiver can input each activity, this

Users,” researchers developed three

isn’t a catch-all solution. Therefore it

prototype solutions to bridge the gap

was deemed more tedious.

in technological understanding. This

Despite these challenges, the

visual analysis seeks to determine the

overall improvement of the elders’

pros, cons, and potential shortcomings

lives was noticeable for each prototype.

with each solution.

Using these five goals and formulating

As

p rev i o u s l y

mentioned,

solutions posed to be a great strategy

the researchers developed three

for creating effective products for the

prototypes designed specifically

elderly. Additionally, it reinforced the

for the elderly. Although the study

idea that interfaces which reference

utilized a small number of available

a previous older technology bridges

elderly users, the results prove to be

the gap in understanding in many

promising for future consideration.

cases. Although it can be stated these

Using five pre-determined design

studies were not a sweeping success,

goals, the researchers developed three

it is certainly a large step forward in

prototypes: An interactive bulletin

understanding how design can acquaint

board, an interactive photograph frame,

the elderly with technology again.

and an activity journal in the style of a
clip-board.
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The first solution, the interactive

many elders may have. This is mostly

bulletin board (see Figure 2) takes the

due to the fact that cork boards have

form of a classic cork-board. What

been around for decades. Although the

makes it more interactive than a normal

researchers noted some technophobia

cork board its link to “an intelligent

at the beginning of the introduction,

reminder service.” Essentially, alarms

the lack of intrusiveness into the elder’s

will go off at certain times to ensure

daily life proved to be an adequate

that the elder does not forget to do

“selling point.”

activities, like taking medicine, getting
ready for appointments, etc. Beyond
turning off the alarm, there is little
interaction between the user and
the device beyond taking a look at it.
It is continuously updated through
a website that family members,
caregivers, and trusted friends can edit.
Once edited a “sticky note” style piece
of paper with the task appears on the
elders board.
Choosing the timeless cork-

Figure 2

board or “bulletin-board” is a genius

It can be argued that part of the

stylistic choice for the researchers as it

selling point for this solution is the use

eliminates many of the initial questions

of skeuomorphism, making a digital
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element look like a real-world object.

update the board from anywhere in the

Despite the touchscreen interaction of

world is a great boon for formulating

removing a reminder, elders seemed

future solutions or improvements.

to know what to expect with every
interaction after initially presented.
Furthermore, its not too much of a
stretch to state that it is because of
this very fact that the device succeeded
as well as it did because of this design
choice.
One design-choice that may be
found as a hinderance is the reliance
on communicating life updates to
the interactive bulletin board. In this
current prototype, a caregiver or family
member must take time out of their
own day to update the device through
the website. To add, they must get the
details right or risk misinforming the
elder. Despite this minor drawback, it
is clear that the usability of this device
for the elderly is very high. The use
of skeuomorphism and being able to
41 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

Figure 3
The second solution an interactive
picture frame (see Figure 3 Illustration).
Much like the first solution devised by
the researchers, this solution uses the

picture frame as a frame of reference

the use of a gas-like gauge to reference

for the elderly. The goal is to monitor

this type of information repurposes

the health of the elder and gauge the

the icon to inform the elder at a glance

amount of movement they do. When

quickly. It can be argued that this is the

an elder looks at the either interface,

strongest and more sensitive approach

they can quickly gauge where they are

to informing the elder, as the gas gauge

at in these terms. Once again, picture

was purposefully designed to read

frames are heavily engrained in the

quickly as not to distract the user’s eyes

history of the world and bridge the

from the road. The second prototype

gap in understanding with technology

further proves the usefulness of

for the elder. As the results of the

referring to real-world older objects to

study show, using the form of a well-

keep the elder informed and engaged

known device cuts down on confusion
and informs the elder and therefore
increasing independence.
The use of iconography is strong in
this solution, which further emphasizes
that references to real-world solutions
can be useful. Depending on the level
of activity, the flower growing or wilting
is very heavy-handed, yet incredibly
useful for informing the elder of their
current state in the day. Additionally,
42 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

Figure 4

with technology.
Last but not least, the third solution,

for the elder and guide them through
their various activities.

the interactive clip-board utilized

This particular solution is a

skeuomorphism drew attention away

good reminder that function is just

from the tablet aspect of the device

as important as form for the elder.

and allowed the elderly to understand

Without these two themes working

its purpose quite effectively. By

together, the product or technology

merely touching the listed activity, it is

fails. Therefore it is crucial to consider

“checked off” the list.

the success of the first two prototypes

Despite its clever use of
iconography in the design, even
including aesthetics like crooked or
torn paper (see Figure 4), where this
solution fails is the tediousness of
inputing each task. It can be argued
that this solution succeeds in conveying
its purpose, but fails in usability. An
elder will have to remember each task
for each day and input it themselves.
This creates many opportunities for
failure and frustration. Alternatively,
this solution creates more work for a
caregiver who may already be present
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and the failure of the last.
Case Study #3
In the study, “Lowering the
Threshold: Reconnecting Elderly Users
with Assistive Technology Through
Tangible Interfaces,” researchers
rigorously tested their prototype,
called GLiMT. designed as an alternate
method for helping the elderly operate
technology better. These researchers,
Suhas Govind Joshi and Heidi Bråthen
from the Department of Informatics at
the University of Oslo, in Oslo, Norway,

recognize that “new technology does

elderly at the time of testing (Joshi

not always take into consideration this

01). Both GLiMT and the touchscreen

diverse user group’s needs and varying

interface had identical information

degree of function (Joshi 01). They

available to the users (Joshi 01).

assert that one of these inconsiderate

To summarize the GLiMT physical

design choices are digital interfaces

interface, the six-sided object functions

which utilize touchscreens. To combat

as a peripheral device to any screen and

this, the researchers created a physical

connects through the internet (Joshi

solution, that makes information more

01). Although it has six total sides, only

accessible and physically interactive

four are mentioned as having physical

(rather than digitally interactive) (Joshi

buttons and icons. The other two sides

01).

are dedicated to screen messages and

In this study, 42 elders, which aged

charging (Joshi 01). Screen messages

from 67 to 92 years old, were organized

linked with a screen of their choice, like

into three groups: two local care homes

a smart phone or tablet.

and one control group (Joshi 01). It

Each user was tasked with

is important to note the diversity of

completing certain functions with the

conditions each elder had during these

GLiMT and then perform the same

tests. The researchers noted many with

function on the touchscreen tablet

cognitive and physical impairments

interface (Joshi 01). It is important to

(Joshi 01). Their prototype, GLiMT, was

note that each user was shown how

directly compared to an already existing

to operate each device before testing.

touchscreen interface available to the

After the demonstration, they noted
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any challenges that the elderly user

many of the participants, all users who

occurred during each trial.

used the GLiMT performed faster in

The researchers noted several

tasks. The authors state:

challenges both emotional and physical

“The average time spent per user

in many of the elderly participants. For

was significantly lower for users of

example, one participant is noted to

GLiMT…compared to the touchscreen

have mentioned “being overwhelmed

devices…, and no single participant

by the increasing number of assistive

performed faster with their existing

technology devices in their daily lives”

device than with the GLiMT prototype

(Joshi 01). Some users were unable to

despite this being a novel and

benefit from the completion of certain

previously unexperienced interface for

tasks, like reading messages, because of

most participants” (Joshi 01).

the “small letters and weak contrasts”

It is important to note that every

in critical aspects like “navigation” and

user performed faster on operating

“interaction challenges” (Joshi 01). The

using the GLiMT device, despite having

battery symbol in particular was also

a “home court advantage” with their

noted to have initially confused users

own tablet device. The numerical data

too (Joshi 01). However, the authors

provided within this study reveals

note that this is a prime example of

GLiMT users dramatically improved

needing to use iconography of the

their proficiency in smart device

user’s era and not of the current (Joshi

technology (Joshi 01).

01).
Despite the challenges faced by
45 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

These results are critical to consider
for formulating a new strategy for

interface and peripheral designs for

Threshold: Reconnecting Elderly Users

the elderly. Although mistakes were

with Assistive Technology Through

often noted by certain participants in

Tangible Interfaces,” researchers

the study (Joshi 01), the speediness of

developed a physical peripheral device

task completion cannot be ignored. As

to accompany the elderly throughout

previously mentioned digital interfaces

their two local care homes. These

bring certain feelings for the elderly

researchers, Suhas Govind Joshi and

that could prove problematic when

Heidi Bråthen from the Department of

trying to integrate them into the

Informatics at the University of Oslo,

digital world. To quote the authors

in Oslo, Norway, assert that a physical

of the study, “Increased complexity

resource for the elderly is much more

raises the threshold for interaction,

effective than touchscreen based

something that may scare away elderly

solutions for the elderly (Joshi 01). This

users” (Joshi 01). Therefore, the key

visual analysis seeks to determine the

take aways from this study are to 1.

pros, cons, and potential shortcomings

Simply operations to the maximum

of this solution.

degree. 2. Physical interfaces assist in

Joshi and Bråthen dubbed their

teaching the elderly how to conduct

physical solution “GLiMT.” and they

key operations with their technological

emphasize that his is just a prototype.

devices.

Despite calling it a prototype, it

Visual Analysis #3
In the study, “Lowering the
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aesthetics are generally very practical.
Illustrated below in Figure 5, “GLiMT” is
a wooden box approximately the size of

a Rubik’s Cube. Wood and plastic were

(Joshi 01).

the chosen materials for this prototype

On four of the six sides, symbols,

in the event an elder drops the device

which represent categories of
information linked through the web,
are electronically lit. These function as
large physical buttons that the elder
can press to receive information. The
fifth side of the device is dedicated
to wireless charging. The sixth side is
dedicated to wirelessly interfacing with
a larger screen. This wireless interaction
is a primary accessibility function for
the elderly as it allows users to use
larger screens. The authors state:
“Messages can be displayed on
any bigger screen that the residents
are comfortable with, e.g., tablet, cell
phone or TV, by placing the lit side of
the cube next to the back of the device
or remote control” (Joshi 01).
This particular function allows the

Figure 5

user to see the information associated
with each physical button. As seen in
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the Figure 5, iconography plays a large

using the device effectively. Without

part in the design of this prototype

it, the user would be fumbling with

as a means to inform the elderly user

each side and hoping they chose the

visually.

right side and function. This is crucially

When considering that this is a

important when one considers the

2016 study, it can be argued that

additional screen functionality for

the implementation of technology in

reading messages. The user must place

this device is novel and would garner

the phone on a specific side to gain

interest of all age-demographics.

the information hidden “within” the

Specifically, the fifth and bottom side of

partnered buttons.

the device utilizes inductive charging.

However, some iconography is

To clarify, if the user simply places the

noted to have confused certain users.

prototype unit onto its “home plate,” it

For example, the author specifically

will begin to charge. This home-plate

cited the battery icon as a problem.

is also depicted in Figure 5 and labeled

They state:

identically with a modern battery

“we found that not all elderly users

symbol so that the user can match the

were familiar with commonly used

sides easier. This type of technology is

iconography…such as the battery icon.

now a boasted feature in many smart

Some participants did not recognize

phone devices.

the icon and did not understand the

The use of Iconography is

interface metaphors” (Joshi 01).

inseparable to the design and plays

The lack of understanding from

a crucial role in assisting the elder in

the battery icon reinforces the idea
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that older iconography may be more

elderly to operate certain functions

effective for the elderly user. Despite

of a smart device is novel has been

this hiccup in the aesthetic design

capitalized on for other demographics

of the prototype, many of the new

of people. Microsoft designed its

elderly users were able to operate the

adaptive controller to allow anyone,

technology proficiently and faster than

regardless of physical hinderances, to

utilizing a tablet device (Joshi 1).

play video games (Microsoft 01). For

Ultimately, the prototype was

children, Nintendo devised a solution

found to be an overwhelming success.

for players to play Pokemon with a

Although the battery iconography

single hand with their PokeBall Plus

was clear point of confusion, the

(Nintendo 01).

iconography of each symbol allowed

The findings of Josh and Bråthen

the elderly users to operate the

further solidify the idea that giving

technology without much training.

people, regardless of age, external

The lessons found within this study are

customizations benefits the user of

helpful in formulating future solutions

the device. Additionally, it shows that

for the elderly.

there is a larger market to capitalize on

The researchers were keen on

for business. An external peripheral

emphasizing simplicity and portability,

solution seems to be the best course

for their prototyped solution, especially

of action for further integrating the

within the confines of the elders’s

elderly back into technology and digital

environment (Joshi 01). The idea of

culture.

using an external peripheral for the
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Proposed Visual Solution
As

p rev i o u s l y

without much assistance (Vastenburg

mentioned,

et al, 01). In the third case study, the

touchscreens are not a comprehensive

authors found that a physical object,

solution for the elderly’s needs.

called GLiMT, allowed for the elderly

Additionally, for elders with cognitive

to quickly learn how to operate mart

hinderances, hiding options under sub

devices, like phones and tablets (Joshi

menus can be confusing. Three case

01).

studies were thoroughly reviewed and

It is with these solutions in mind that

a visual analysis for each solution was

I propose an improvement and arguably

performed. The insights from those

more comprehensive solution for the

studies informed the below proposed

elderly. I advocate for the creation

solution.

of “Smart Keys.” “Smart Keys” would

In the first case study, researchers

ideally be a physical decorated key that

found that customization was a key

unlocks certain functionalities of the

proponent in gaining an interest for

smart phone with no input from the

technology in an elder (Zamir et al 01).

user beyond a press of a single physical

In the second Case Study, researchers

button. Ideally, this solution would

designed interfaces and physical

seamlessly interface with any smart

devices to look like technology of the

device. For example, Margret would like

past (Vastenburg et al, 01). This allowed

to contact her daughter. To do this, she

the elderly to refer to their previous

simply reaches for her key ring, grabs

experience to shape how they interact

the token with her daughter’s face on it,

with the technology in the future

and places it on her phone. From there,
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the phone begins to ring.

to place a key on its surface.

This physical solution provides

The interface ideally limits

all three discovered by the previous

interactions to one press of a

case studies. The “Smart Keys” can be

touchscreen or physical button. For

decorated to the elderly’s tastes. The

example, if the elder would like to

icon on the key refers to their past

contact someone via text message, the

experiences. Additionally, it is discrete

elder can find their “Contact” keychain

and can be hidden if the elder feels

and press it to the phone. The UI will

ashamed of using the device. This was

then ask the elder if they would like to

a shortcoming of previous solutions

call or write. After clicking the “write”

found in Case Study #1 and #3. The

option, the elder can use either the

elderly were scared to use Skype on

microphone or a stylus to “write their

Wheels (Zamir et al 01) and GLiMT was

letter.” In this example, the elder only

combersome solution to carry around

had to use the touchscreen once, which

(Joshi 01).

fufills the intended design restraint.

Design Considerations
When a “Smart Key” gets within
touching range of the smart device, the
“Smart Key” unlocks a specific function
of the smart device. If the elder is
suffering from a cognitive hinderance,
the phone’s interface will ask the elder
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These functions already exist in
smart phones today. However, elders
are not given clear instructions on
how to utilize them or how to compare
it to their previous experiences.
Additionally, there are no visual cues
given to elders on how to intuitively
utilize a device. “Smart Keys” seek to

serve that purpose.
To program a “Smart Key,” a family
admin can sync the keychain to a
particular function in an app. Ideally,
these keys, like standard keys, do
not need to be charged and ideally
would function off of standard NFC
technology.
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C3: Visual Process
Two Solutions
The visual process of designing
the theoretical solution was done in
earnest over seven weeks. The first
step was to re-read the findings in the
thesis document. During the first week
of the devising a design solution, two
variations of the solution were being
weighed: One solution with a selfprograming RFID keychain and the
other utilizing a family admin. This was
considered after re-reading the group
of researchers’ findings in Case Study
#2 (Vastenburg et al, 01).

Interviewing

smart devices.
It is crucial to note that the proposed
visual solution was developed during
the COVID19 pandemic. Research on
and synthesis of this proposed visual
solution was done in the state of
Florida. With this in mind, consulting
with the elderly, a vulnerable group
during the pandemic, was restricted to
those five over a phone call. Meeting
with elderly at this time would be
unethical. Nonetheless, a wide range
of information was acquired from these
five. The results of the phone call are
listed below:
1. Elder #1 (age 72) prefers physical
buttons when working with

In an effort to find the most

technology. Her home phone is her

effective solution for the elderly,

main method of communication

five older technology users were

with others. She did not mind

interviewed. These Elders fit within the

having help and preferred it. She

studied demographics and have each

did express some embarrassment

had several years of interacting with

over things she deemed simple.
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However, she likes having excuses

smart devices. He expressed his

to speak with her family on the

method of learning was “trial

matter.

by fire.” When asked about the

2. Elder #2 (age 90) prefers physical

possibility of a family admin

buttons, levers, keys, and dials

function on smart devices aimed at

w h e n o p e rat i n g t e c h n o l o g y.

the elderly market, he very quickly

Before retirement, he was a pilot.

refused. He noted privacy and does

He did express that he doesn’t

not want his family to worry about

like help from family members.

him.

He expressed that if there was

5. Elder #5 (age 74) does not like

a manual, he would read it first

technology. She cited that her

before seeking help.

husband does enough for the both

3. E l d e r # 3 ( a g e 6 8 ) p r e f e r s

of them. She does not reply to text

physical buttons when operating

messages on her smart device.

technology. During his job as

She doesn’t like the “lifeless”

a caretaker, he notes that his

touchscreen. She also doesn’t like

patients preferred buttons and

the idea of a family admin function.

physical objects over digital.

When asked why, she expressed

4. Elder #4 (age 74) likes operating
technology. Although he does not

that she is old enough to do things
herself.

consider himself proficient in its

Privacy was mentioned by all five elders

use, he was able to communicate

unprompted. Privacy has been found to

several functions he uses on his

be a key concern in some eldery users
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Figure 6
(Abdelrahman 01). As other research

technology solutions were investigated.

has stated, shame and embarrassment

Although the proposed visual solution

play key rolls as hinderances to elderly

is theoretical, it is important to

users gaining proficiency in technology

consider the practicality and feasibility

(Zamir 01). Therefore, if a family admin

of a product. Nothing was found that

had to be used, privacy must be

would hinder the development of the

emphasized.

digital interface and physical keychain

Checking For Potential Issues
In addition to gaining information
on specifics from those five people,
RFID, NFC, and other “wireless” elderly
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solution. Therefore, products designed
for the elderly were investigated
and referred to as a foundation for
design considerations of the finalized
proposed solution.

Visual Exploration

potential keychains, basic functions

Initial concepts were loosely

of smart phones were listed: Phone,

sketched for physical keychains. The

Contacts, Emergency, Text/Email,

purpose was to gain a general sense of

and Camera. In addition to the mass-

the potential customizable area. After

production thinking,

formulating these rough sketches,

In the renderings, using young

digital renderings of the sketches were

children in photos for the contact

made (Figure 6). The initial idea for the

keychains was purposeful. For elders

keychains were to use special shaped

who have memory difficulty, it may be

keychains. However, this idea was

easier to remember their child as young,

ultimately scrapped. This is because of

rather than their present appearance.

manufacturing considerations.
If the keychains are all shaped the
same with different colors, they can be
reused for when life events cause the
elders to lose the need for one function.
In addition, the colorful shapes could
be construed as children’s blocks. In
the interest of honoring the elder and
preventing them from experiencing
shame when using the device, the idea
was scrapped.
In the digital renderings of the
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Interaction Map
A map of interaction was formulated
as a method for organizing the various
aspects of the visual solution (Figure
7). A design goal was implemented
during this process. The goal is to have
the user reach their desired destination
(or functionality of the device) after
one scan of the keychain and one tap.
This was chosen as the main goal after
the previous research determined

Figure 7
that touchscreens were problematic

the interface was too narrow for the

for many elderly users. Key elements

elderly users to use their finger to write

were laid out with identifiable colors

with. Therefore, the write screen was

for each section Red was chosen for

shifted to a landscape orientation.

the main screen. This was chosen as an
attention grabber and to save energy if
the elder prefers an always on display.
For the sake of clarity in description,
the iPhone 11 was chosen as the means
of presenting the visual solution.
Fl aws

in

the

initial

plan

were discovered at this stage of
development. The “Write” function of
58 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

Checking And Re-Checking
The design was constantly
checked against the desired goals and
research discovered in the previous
documentation. Further goals were
established to more accurately target
specific hindrances that prevent the
elderly from becoming technologically

disconnected. First, the design needs

needs to be easy to use with a single

to honor the elderly first. Examples of

scan and a single tap.

some questions that were asked are:

Versatility was also considered. The

“Does this solution make the elder feel

app needs to be feasibly translated to

inadequate or infantile?” If the answer

other digital mediums as well. This

was not a blatant “no,” the design was

consideration reasonably prevents the

revised. Second, each section of the

interface hinging on a function that is

interface needs to have a blatantly

not present in a future phone.

obvious purpose. Questions were

During the third half of the

asked like, “Is the elder given enough

development time, the UI was large and

information to move forward?” or “Does

intrusive (See Figure 8). Pictures, Icons,

the elder know what is happening on

and Text were very large. The text also

this screen?” Last, the proposed visual

explicitly states function (for example:

solution, meaning the interface aspect,

EMERGENCY) and conveys what is

Figure 8
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currently happening. Terminology like,

them in mind. These are popular, easy

“WE are calling [Contact 1]” indicates

to produce, and can be customized

to the elder that they achieved their

to the user’s tastes. Pictures can be

goal and they are calling their loved

replaced and colors can be chosen.

one. In addition to being large, all icons

The keychain becomes more of a craft

refer to something from the past, which

than an off-the-wall purchase. The

was a critical finding in the research.

chosen keychains are portable and do

Cameras look like disposable film

not interrupt the normal flow of the

cameras, Pictures look like Polaroids,

elder’s life. This allows for discreet use

and telephones look like spinning dial

if needed in public and stays with the

phones.

user’s keys, an item the elder would

For the physical aspect of the

hopefully have on them when in public.

proposed solution, the RFID keychains
were found online and designed with

Figure 9
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Presentation

place as well. The color palette was

Because the visual solution is

adjusted to feel friendlier. A critical

theoretical, it was vital to find a way to

resource that was referred to during

effectively convey the concept. Initially,

this stage of design was Warner Design

Adobe XD was explored. However,

Associates. The company has well over

it does not have the functionality

25 years of experience in designing

to mimic the keychain interaction

interior and exterior living spaces for

with the interface. Ultimately, a slide

senior living communities. They found

presentation was chosen to showcase

that primary colors, with browns, off-

the various aspects of the design. A

whites, and greens worked well in

mock-up package for the iPhone was

creating a welcoming environment

also acquired through a subscription

for the elderly (Warner 01). Using

to Envato Elements. This was used

these colors, color contrast and size

to showcase the interface in a more

contrast informed many of the design

realistic - yet idealized way. This also

choices throughout the refining of the

confirmed the proposed solution

interface. The Lato family of typeface

worked visually on the iPhone platform.

was chosen specifcially for this in mind.

Refining of the overall design took

The typeface comes in a variety of
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weights and thickness Gradients were

easily be implemented. These include,

also used as a means to encourage

voice-over reading, variations in

the eye to move towards important

typeface weight and spacing, alternate

sections of the interface.

keyboards, and voice input commands.

Refining Further
Input from professors, who are
professionals in the field of design,
was a vital aspect in refining the design
solution further. Aspects like icons,
colors, and layout consistency were
reviewed and refined. A visual hierarchy
was further pushed for each section of
the interface.

Accessability
The Web Content And Accessability
Guidelines from The World Wide Web
Consortium were also refered to as
means to effectively evaluate the
accessability of the application (. Due
to the application being mostly textbased with minimal interaction, a wide
variety of accessability features can
62 | Getting Old & Technology | Brenden Davis

Using the iPhone 11 as the foundation
for the proposed visual solution,
many of these accessibility features
are already available. However, it is
important to provide a consistent
experience across the entire platform.
Therefore, these are encouraged to be
included as options within the app as
well.
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C4: Final Solution
Initial Considerations
The proposed design solution
takes into consideration the findings
of all previously researched material.
However, the case studies with physical
and tested solutions were considered
with more weight. The following
paragraphs refer to several design
considerations made.

solution for the elderly’s needs.
Additionally, for elders with cognitive
hinderances, hiding options under sub
menus can be confusing. The insights
gained from the visual analysis of three
case studies, informed the following
solution.
In the first case study, researchers
found that customization was a key
proponent in gaining an interest for
technology in an elder (Zamir et al 01).
The implementation of keychains as a
vehicle for elderly users to reach their
destination seeks to fufill this theme.
With this peripheral device, users
can customize to their hearts content.
As an added bonus, users with relapsing
or remitting memory difficulties can
customize their keychains to what
they remember at their worst times.

Customization is Key
As

p rev i o u s l y

mentioned,

touchscreens are not a comprehensive
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For example, a keychain can feature the
image of the elder’s child at a younger
age.

Refer To the Past

A Kinesthetic Method

In the second Case Study,

In Case Study #3, the authors

researchers designed interfaces and

found that a physical object, called

physical devices to look like technology

GLiMT, allowed for the elderly to

of the past (Vastenburg et al, 01). This

quickly learn how to operate smart

allowed the elderly to refer

devices, like phones and tablets. The

to their previous experience

keychains seeks to

to shape how they interact

fufill this Kinesthetic

with the technology in

objective. The entire

the future without much

user interface was for

assistance (Vastenburg et

one-scan and one-tap

al, 01). The use of icons

before reaching the goal

plays a integral role in
the applications digital

at most.
Haptic Feedback when

interface. Polaroids,

scanning a keychain will

Disposable cameras,

also inform the user. For

and dial phones were

example, the phone will pulse

used to hint at each

with vibration when scanning

keychains purpose. The goal is for

a keychain. A noise and a short

elderly users to follow the on-boarding

double pulse will signal to the user that

instructions on the main screen and

the keychain has been scanned and

scan their intended keychain.

taking the user to the following screen.
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Clarity In Design

The interface ideally limits

Every screen of the interface asks

interactions to one press of a

a binary question or informs the user

touchscreen. These functions already

of what is happening and needs to

exist in smart phones today. However,

be done. If the elder makes a mistake

elders are not given clear instructions on

and no longer wishes to perform the

how to utilize them or how to compare

function, the “Exit” Button is always in

it to their previous experiences. This is

the same place.

a crucial deficit in the interfaces of the
smart devices. Elders are expected to
“just know” what to do. Additionally,
there are no visual cues given to elders
on how to intuitively utilize a device.
Keys seek to serve that purpose.

Privacy is Important
Keychains are discrete and can be
hidden if the elder feels ashamed of
using the device. This was a potential
hinderance found in Case Studies #1
and #3. To clarify, the elderly were
scared to use Skype on Wheels (Zamir
et al 01) and GLiMT was combersome
solution to carry around (Joshi 01).
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The Elder’s personal information
was also considered when designing
the interface and concept for the
keychains. The keychains do not share
information with other devices or
phones. For example, the family admin
does not need to open the calendar in
order for a keychain to be linked to that
calendar. This ensures that any medical
information stays private.

Easy Set-Up
To assign a keychain to a particular
function, a family admin is needed.
Much like syncing a blue tooth
device, the admin needs to assign the

the presented iPhone 11 version, the

keychain to a specific function. For the

Admin Access appears similarly to the

proposed visual solution, the iPhone

Automation App by Apple Inc. This was

11 series was chosen to represent this

done purposefully in hopes of cutting

functionality.

down on confusion for family admins

Because the Admin Access is
dependent on the smart device being
used, its appearance may differ. In
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familar with IOS.

Conclusion
In conclusion, although the
design of the proposed visual
solution is polished, further
collaboration is required from
both the elderly and medical
professionals. This theoretical
solution still needs to be adequately
tested and refined to properly serve
elderly users. The work done in
synthesizing this theoretical visual
solution serves as just one milestone
in the marathon of design.
This physical accessory combined
with the proposed application interface
theoretically provides all three solution
strategies that were discovered in the
previous case studies. The Keychains
can be decorated to the elderly’s
tastes. The icons of the keychain refer
to their past experiences with keys.
Consistent Design that provided clear
communication was implemented.
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Menu Design

Contact Design
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Camera Design
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
A Road Map Found

70

C5: Overall Conclusion
A Road Map Found
Technology’s improvement is
growing quicker by the year. In less
than a century, digital computers
went from the size of a refrigerator
at best to smaller than the palm of a
hand. Just over 50 years ago, entire
nations struggled to land rocket ships.
In 2021, private businesses are landing
rockets on platforms floating in the sea.
What was once the task of many, can
potentially be done easily in a single
computer system.
It is unreasonable to ask any aging
person to keep up with the current
system in place. The elderly, typically
defined as adults aged 65 and older,
are slowly losing their independence
as adults due to inconsistent design
choices. Entire generations are
becoming disengaged from the culture
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as they struggle to understand and
implement modern technology in
their daily lives. Critical wisdom and
expertise are becoming inaccessible
to the public because the elderly do
not have a means to connect to the
wider (now mostly digital) community.
Not only are the younger generations
missing out on this wealth, but the
elderly are losing vital aspects of the
human experience: independence,
confidence, and social interaction. The
world has accidentally left them out of
the conversation.
To summarize the field, graphic
design breaks down complex
ideas into more understandable
information through a visual means,
like organization and imagery. It can be
argued that very few have capitalized
on using graphic design specifically
to help the elderly. If progress has
been made, it has been inconsistent,

superficial, and uncompromising. This

be found. Of the research conducted,

leads to even more confusion and lack

medical professionals paved the way for

of accessibility features in multiple

tips on developing effective strategies.

technologies.

Three strategies were synthesized from

At first, the initial plan to solve

three case studies. These strategies

this oversight was to simply advocate

proved effective in increasing the

for more accessibility features that

level of proficiency the elderly had

accommodated a wider audience.

when operating a device. These are:

However, as more research was

customization, referential design, and

conducted, that thinking couldn’t have

physicality.

been more mistaken. From the research

The “Smart Keychains” project

conducted, at least five major themes

seeks to organize the complex

were found: numerous psychological

functions of a smart phone into a more

barriers, health limitations, the crucial

understandable and adaptable device.

role of family and friends, a lack of

This theoretical solution uses graphic

clarity, and overall ineffectual design.

design to help bridge the gap. Using the

To summarize the issue, the problem

iPhone as the foundation, an app was

does not lie solely in one issue, like lack

developed that simplified interactions

of features. The problem lies in lack of

with a physical peripheral device, called

education, ambiguous communication,

“Smart Keychains.” These keys unlock

and ineffectual design choices.

specific aspects of a smart phone’s

With the problem properly located,

functionality. This physical solution can

effective solutions can more readily

be decorated or customized to foster
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interest in the device and knowledge of

Next Steps

the device. The interface is consistent

As previously mentioned, this

and clear. It keeps users informed and

proposed visual solution is theoretical.

asks clear questions. Icons can be

In order to properly call this a universal

customized and used to refer to an

and effective solution towards

elder’s past.

reintegrating the elderly into a

Using the three found strategies

technological society, one must heavily

that have been proven to help the

test it. This begs the question: What

elderly, “Smart Keychains” hopes to

does this look like?

bridge the gap between the elderly

Although there are several ways to

and technology. The keyword is

field test a product, the most effective

“hopes.” Although this solution is

method is arguably the process that

formulated from practical testing and

involves the elderly, app designers, and

development of other devices, what

medical professionals. It is no secret

works on paper is not always viable

that areas in the United States, like

in the real world. Further testing and

Florida, are home to large communities

collaboration between designers and

of elderly that fit the criteria for testing.

medical professionals is needed in

Therefore, it would not be very hard

order to make any solution a reality.

to find medical professionals, who

The problem isn’t simple. However,

dedicate their entire careers to the

there is a road map for a solution.

elderly around those same areas. It is
there, in those communities, that it is
encouraged to be tested.
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However, it is also important to

Lessons Learned

note that field testing can be done at

This project has taken over a year

an academic level. It is entirely feasible

to assemble and craft. Although that

for a student programmer to create the

may not seem like a long time to work

companion UI application and work

on a project of this scale, I must remind

with medical professionals to refine the

readers that I stand on the shoulders

concept further. A near-central aspect

of giants (Newton 01). That metaphor,

of this project was to create a solution

standing on the shoulders of giants, was

that can easily be replicated for both

popularized by Sir Isaac Newton in a

commercial practicality and for field

letter. It describes not only this project

testing.

but my life as a graphic designer. It has

In summation, the next steps

taken a year to learn from the research

needed to be taken are finding medical

of others, formulate a practical solution,

professionals, an app designer, and a

and effectively advocate for it. In short,

community of elderly to field test the

I hope that this project contributes to

idea. Without these three vital groups

the legwork done before me and passes

in the process of refining the proposed

the baton to a more capable person so

visual solution, society is bound to

that they might finish this race.

repeat the mistakes it is currently

At the time of writing this

making: designing technology that does

document, I have seven years of design

meet the needs of elderly users.

experience in large commercial and
freelance design. From billboards on
major highways to food pantry flyers,
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the opportunities given to me have

discoveries they have made. What I

been diverse. Despite this experience,

dismissed as ludicrous at first was, in

this project has shown me that I still

fact, a hint towards another solution.

have much to learn.

Removing bias and being open to

Being a graphic designer is to

the research done by other designers

be a “forever learner.” I assert that

and researchers is just one of the many

I will never stop learning from those

things that I have learned. However, I

that came before me. The proof is in

would deem that lesson to be the most

this very project. One of the many

important. The findings of others, no

things I have learned is to set aside

matter how oddly packaged, could serve

my personal experience and listen to

the community in an unanticipated

the experiences of those around the

way. As previously stated, I hope that

world. I was reminded of this lesson

this research and message continues

when I read the abstracts of Luciano

the race started by the ones who came

Gamberini, his fellow researchers,

before me in the quest for reuniting the

Qingfeng Wang, and Sun Xu. I asked

elderly with the people of a digital age.

myself, “how can an elderly user
learn from digital games when they
can’t operate a smartphone?” I am
embarrassed to admit that I initially
set aside their documents. However,
when I did manage to read their
works, I discovered the progress and
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